Section 2
Grass Field Maintenance
(Soccer, Football, Lacrosse)
A.Determining Field Playability
The decision to play on fields that are too wet is the number one cause of damage
to grass fields and the top reason for player injury. And often, techniques used to
make a wet field “playable” cause additional damage. Making the tough call to
postpone a game due to wet conditions is the best decision for player safety and
to preserve season-long playability of the ball fields.

If there’s
standing water
on 1% of the
field, it’s TOO
WET for play!
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If your shoe
leaves an
impression like
these, it’s TOO
WET for play!
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B. Water Removal Techniques for Grass Fields
The most important mistake to avoid is the removal or movement of soil from
the field. Fields are designed with a specific slope to drain water from their
surface and low spots or depressions catch and hold water EVERY TIME!

Use a pump to
remove big puddles.
1. Carefully remove the
top layer of sod and set
it aside.
2. Dig a shallow hole and
let the water drain into
the low spot you’ve
created.
3. Use the pump to move
the water into a bucket.
4. Empty the bucket
outside of the playing
field.
5. Replace all of the soil
and compact with your
shoe. Replace the sod.

DO NOT Use These Methods on Wet Fields!
 DO NOT use brooms to disperse puddles.
 DO NOT remove muddy soil or turf from the field.
All of these unfortunate techniques leave a depression or low spot that will hold
water every time it rains. Leveling a low spot is the best method to prevent
puddling. The Parks Department is responsible for field leveling.
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For shallow
puddles, use a
roller squeegee.
 Only use roller
squeegees made for
turf.
 Apply downward
pressure on the
handle as you walk.
 Push standing water
toward the outside of
the field, never toward
Addition
of
the middle.

A Water Hog is a
giant sponge!
 The absorptive outer
layer soaks up water
like a sponge.
 The equipment is
designed to “squeeze
out” the outer sponge
and hold the water in
the internal cylinder.
 The cylinder is opened
and emptied away from
the playing surface.
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C. Field Drying Agents
Calcined and vitrified clay marketed under the brand names Turface, Pro’s Choice,
Diamond Pro, Rapid Dry, and Profile are the most common products used to assist
with wet field conditions. Calcined clay products are the only type Cranberry
Township approves for grass fields. These products should be used judiciously
for two reasons: they are an expense to the program and they change the
properties of the grass rootzone when used abundantly.

Never use more
than 3 bags of
calcined clay to
make a field
playable!
Steps for Applying a Drying Agent
1. First remove as much water as possible using the pump, squeegee, or
Water Hog method.
2. Use a spreader, shovel, or hand to evenly apply a thin layer of the calcined
clay drying agent. Thin means less than ½” deep!
3. Use a spring-tine rake to spread and level the material. Do not use a rigid
garden rake because it will pull out clumps of grass.
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D. Portable Goals
Soccer and Lacrosse fields would be incomplete without the portable goals
that provide the target for scoring! The primary concern with moveable
goals is their ability to tip over and cause an injury. Hardware or weight
bags can be used to secure the bottom crossbars to prevent tip-overs but
must be done safely and correctly. Cranberry Township’s Partner
Associations provide guidelines for moveable goal safety to their
participating members.

Stakes, bag weights,
and plate weights
are 3 approved
methods to prevent
tip-overs!
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You can prevent this!

Move the goals for all non-game events! This
significantly reduces wear at the goal mouth.

You can prevent this!
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E. Field Lining Techniques

 Always use a string as a
guideline.

 Only use marking paint
that is specifically
manufactured for turf.

 DO NOT rinse paint into
any drain! It violates
local, state, and federal
law. Move to an
isolated lawn or wooded
area and spray out the
rinsate.
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